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Cold weather (<0 ◦ C) is known for its detrimental impacts on concrete, and thus expensive and energyconsuming heating and insulation systems are used in cold-weather concreting to prevent frost damage. Sup
plementary cementitious materials are not recommended for use in cold-weather concreting because they slow
down the setting time of concrete. In this study, one-part alkali-activated slag (AAS) was presented as an
alternative environment-friendly binder for winter construction. The impacts of iron-containing submicron
metallurgical residue on the reactivity, hardened properties, and durability of subzero-cured one-part AAS pastes
and mortars were comprehensively studied. The incorporation of submicron particles (SMPs) enhanced the
reactivity of AAS pastes by increasing the amount of precipitated hydrate phases and developing supplemental
hydration products like calcium ferrosilicate hydrate. The positive effects of SMPs were highlighted via the
denser microstructure, higher ultrasonic pulse velocity, increased compressive strength, and better durability
properties of the AAS mortars. These improvements were attributed to the nucleation and filling behaviors of the
added SMPs. On the contrary, decreased subzero curing temperature hindered the reaction progress, which
adversely affected the hardened and durability properties of the mortars and limited the SMPs efficiency. With
additional above-zero curing, higher compressive strength and lower water absorption and permeable porosity
were measured in the AAS mortar cured initially at − 5 ◦ C compared to that cured at +20 ◦ C.

1. Introduction
Undertaking concreting activities under harsh winter conditions in
the arctic and sub-arctic regions involves distinctive challenges and re
quires the adoption of several costly and energy-intensive precautions.
Consequently, construction and infrastructure renovation season in
these regions is limited due to long and severe winter conditions,
resulting in slowed down urban development.
Extremely low curing temperatures (<0 ◦ C) can negatively affect the
hardened properties and long-term durability properties of ordinary
Portland cement (OPC)-based concrete because of frost damage [1]. Liu
et al. [2] reported that the hydration rate of OPC decreased by one to
two orders of magnitude at subzero curing temperatures compared to
the optimal curing conditions (10 ◦ C-20 ◦ C and relative humidity of
>80%). Thus, reductions of approximately 50% could be measured in
the compressive strength and frost resistance of OPC-based concrete if it
freezes at an early age [1]. Therefore, several measures are adopted

during winter construction activities to maintain the concrete at optimal
curing conditions, such as heating systems and electric insulation
blankets [3,4]. These precaution systems come with high energy con
sumption, CO2 emissions, and operating costs. Alternatively,
chloride-free antifreeze admixtures and accelerators are being used
extensively in winter construction to depress the freezing point of the
mixing water in OPC-based concrete and accelerate the strength devel
opment [1,4,5]. Overall, winter concreting with the currently adopted
precaution methods is more difficult, energy-consuming, and costly
compared to construction at normal temperatures and conditions.
Although OPC is the most used cementitious material worldwide, its
production is associated with high CO2 emissions (≈0.9 ton of CO2/ton
of OPC) and extensive energy and natural resources consumption [6].
Thus, during the last decades, alternative low-CO2 binders, namely,
alkali-activated materials (AAMs), have attracted increasing interest.
AAMs have shown the potential to develop valuable and green con
struction materials from industrial wastes or byproducts [7]. Among
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other aluminosilicate binders, ground granulated blast furnace slag
(GGBFS) is the most investigated material since the emergence of alkali
activation technology [8]. Different activators such as sodium hydroxide
(NaOH) and sodium silicate (Na2O⋅rSiO2) have been commonly used to
increase the pH of the mixing media to enhance the dissolution of GGBFS
and the polycondensation process of silicate and aluminate species in
activated systems [9]. This activation process can facilitate and accel
erate the formation of the main strength-giving gels, namely,
calcium-aluminum-silicate-hydrate (C-A-S-H) and sodium-aluminumsilicate-hydrate (N-A-S-H) [10,11]. Therefore, the alkali-activated
GGBFS binder gains faster strength development and better resistance
to freeze–thaw (FT) cycles, chemical attacks, and high temperatures
compared to the OPC binder [12]. Despite the promising and superior
properties of the alkali-activated slag (AAS) binder, the toxicity and
corrosivity of the used alkaline solutions have limited its commercial
usage [13,14]. Thus, one-part alkali-activated binders in which alumi
nosilicate precursors are activated by a solid alkali source have recently
been getting mounting attention [12]. Luukkonen et al. [15] reported
fast strength development at room temperature (>50 MPa after 24 h)
and excellent frost resistance in one-part sodium metasilicate-activated
GGBFS mortars.
Recently, Alzaza et al. [16] and Zhang et al. [17] proved that AAMs
have faster strength development at subzero curing temperatures
compared to the OPC binder. Alzaza et al. [16] reported that one-part
alkali-activated mortar synthesized with GGBFS and solid sodium met
asilicate has a real potential to be adopted for cold-weather concreting.
They showed that one-part AAS mortar gained significantly higher
compressive strengths at subzero curing temperatures, especially at − 5
◦
C and − 10 ◦ C, when compared to OPC mortar. However, the gel for
mation and strength development of one-part AAS materials were
drastically diminished at subzero curing temperature compared to those
detected at room temperature. This outcome is attributed to the hin
dered depolymerization and polycondensation processes at subzero
temperatures [18]. Moreover, Zhang et al. [17] showed that 10%–30%
replacement of GGBFS by Portland cement can improve and accelerate
the reaction rate and strength development of two-part AAS paste,
which is activated by a solution of waterglass and NaOH and cured at
subzero curing temperatures (i.e., − 5 ◦ C and − 20 ◦ C).
During the last decade, the addition of nano- and microparticles to
AAMs has been studied widely owing to their outstanding impacts on the
mechanical and durability properties [19]. However, while the impacts
of ultrafine particles (i.e., nano- and microparticles) on AAMs cured at a
temperature of ≥20 ◦ C were investigated in most of the currently
available studies, their impacts at low and freezing curing temperatures
are still unknown. Nano-SiO2, nano-Al2O3, and nano-TiO2 are the most
studied nanoparticles in AAMs [20–25]. More recently, Mohsen et al.
[26] assessed the impacts of laboratory-prepared ZnFe3O4 nano
particles, synthesized using the sol-gel technique, on NaOH-activated
GGBFS pastes cured at room temperature. Generally, the improve
ments in mechanical and durability properties of AAMs modified with
these ultrafine particles have been attributed to their nucleation and
filling effects. The nucleation and growth mechanisms of the formed
reaction products are characterized as key steps in the alkali activation
process of aluminosilicate precursors [27–29]. Ruan et al. [30] showed
that the hydration products in AAS systems are initially formed around
and near the surface of unreacted GGBFS particles. The latter forms a
thick impermeable layer around unreacted GGBFS particles that re
strains the early-age reaction and overall hydration degree. Therefore,
the addition of high surface area particles like nano- and microparticles
to an AAS binder can overcome the early dissolution limitation by
providing additional nucleation sites in the pore solution; such sites
improve the through-solution precipitation of formed gels and limit the
topochemical hydration of aluminosilicate precursors [19,31]. This
mechanism will enhance the early dissolution of the precursor(s),
reactivity rate, and overall reaction degree of the activated system [30,
32].

Nevertheless, compared to other ingredients of concrete, the high
cost of commercially available nano- and microparticles has limited the
extensive incorporation of these materials at a commercial scale [19,
33]. Therefore, the present experimental study aimed to assess the im
pacts of iron-containing submicron metallurgical residue from the basic
oxygen furnace (BOF) process on the reactivity and hardened properties
of one-part AAS pastes and mortars cured at different subzero curing
temperatures. Reactivity was assessed by a selective dissolution test
(salicylic acid/acetone/methanol [SAM] method) and differential ther
mogravimetry (DTG) analysis. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was
used for the microstructural investigations. In addition, the hardened
and durability properties of the mortars were studied through ultrasonic
pulse velocity (UPV), compressive strength, water absorption, perme
able porosity, and frost resistance. The impacts of additional curing at
above-zero temperatures on the reactivity and hardened and durability
properties of the pastes and mortars were also assessed using the
aforementioned methods.
2. Experimental plan
2.1. Materials
Commercially available GGBFS was supplied by Finnsementti
(Finland) and used as a primary starting material to prepare one-part
alkali-activated pastes and mortars. BOF sludge was received from a
metallurgical industry (SSAB, Finland). BOF sludge is a thick viscous
sludge with 64% dry content, mainly iron-containing submicron parti
cles (SMPs) (Fig. 1a). The sludge was dried at 105 ◦ C until no further
change in mass was registered, in accordance with ASTM D2216 rec
ommendations (Fig. 1b) [34]. The drying process was done to ease the
use and dispersion of SMPs in mixing water. The chemical compositions
of GGBFS and SMPs, as shown in Table 1, were analyzed by X-ray
fluorescence (XRF) (PANalytical Omnian Axiosmax). Anhydrous sodium
metasilicate (Alfa Aesar, Germany) with a silicate modulus (Ms. =
SiO2/Na2O) of 0.9 was used as a solid activator. CEN standard sand with
a particle size distribution (PSD) varying from 0.08 mm to 2.00 mm and
maximum moisture content of 0.2% was used in the preparation of the
mortar [35]. Laboratory-controlled deionized water was used to syn
thesize the pastes and mortars. Note that all used materials were stored
sealed at room temperature (20 ◦ C ± 1 ◦ C) and no pre-heating process
was done for any of them before usage.
The PSDs of GGBFS and SMPs were analyzed using a laser diffraction
particle size analyzer (LS 13320 from Beckman Coulter, USA) (Fig. 2a).
The median particle sizes (D50) of GGBFS and SMPs were 10 μm and 370
nm, respectively. The XRD analysis of SMPs was carried out using a
Rigaku SmartLab diffractometer. A CuKα radiation at 40 kV and 135 mA,
step size of 0.02◦ , and scanning rate of 4◦ 2Ɵ/min were employed over a
2Ɵ range of 5◦ –130◦ . Phase identification was done using X’pert High
Score Plus (PANalytical software). The major mineralogical phases of
SMPs are shown in Fig. 2b. The SMPs mainly consisted of hematite,
spinel ferrites (i.e., ZnFe2O4 and MgFe2O4), calcite (CaCO3), and
aluminum iron (III) oxide.
2.2. Mixing proportions and curing conditions
Based on earlier literature [15], two mix compositions were defined
to assess the impacts of SMPs addition on the reactivity and hardened
properties of one-part AAS pastes and mortars cured at subzero tem
peratures. For both mix compositions, the binder consisted of GGBFS
and solid sodium metasilicate at 90 and 10 wt%, respectively. The
optimal SMPs content (i.e., 2 wt% of binder) was determined from the
preliminary experiments (Fig. A.1 in Appendix A). The water-to-binder
ratio for all pastes and mortars was kept at 0.35 (by weight). The
sand-to-binder ratio for all mortars was 2 (by weight). No super
plasticizer was used in this study.
In the batching process, GGBFS, solid sodium metasilicate, and
2
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Fig. 1. (a) As-received sludge; (b) dried SMPs; (c) dispersed SMPs in mixing water after 10 min in a sonicator.
Table 1
Chemical composition of the raw materials measured by XRF.
Material
GGBFS
SMPs
a

Oxides (%, w/w)
CaO

SiO2

Al2O3

Fe2O3

Na2O

K2O

MgO

P2O5

TiO2

SO3

ZnO

38.5
3.2

32.3
1.4

9.6
0.1

1.2
92.2a

0.5
–

0.5
0.1

10.2
0.9

–
0.2

2.2
0.1

4.0
0.1

–
0.5

Fe2O3 + Fe2O4.

Fig. 2. (a) PSDs of GGBFS and dried SMPs; (b) XRD pattern of SMPs.

aggregates were mixed for 3 min (without aggregate in the preparation
of the paste) at 20 ◦ C. Meanwhile, SMPs were added to the deionized
water and then dispersed by an ultrasonic desiccator (Elmasonic P,
Germany) for 10 min (Fig. 1c) [20,36,37]. Next, the deionized water
with the dispersed SMPs was immediately added to the mixed dry in
gredients and mixed thoroughly for 3 min. Thereafter, the fresh mortars
were cast into 40 × 40 × 160 mm3 molds. After compaction, the mortars
in molds were covered in polyethylene sheets to protect them from
moisture loss. The covered molds were immediately placed in pre-set
freezers at − 5 ◦ C, − 10 ◦ C, and − 20 ◦ C and cured for 7, 28, and 90 d.
Furthermore, a group of 90 d-old mortars cured at subzero temperatures
from the reference (without SMPs) mix and SMPs-containing mix were

kept sealed and cured for an additional 90 d as follows: 30 d at 5 ◦ C, 30
d at 10 ◦ C, and 30 d at 20 ◦ C (Fig. 3). The objective was to mimic real-life
weather conditions as much as possible and assess the continuity of
precursor reactivity, strength retrieval potential, and impacts on dura
bility properties. For comparison purposes, the reference mix composi
tion was also cured sealed at room temperature (SR).
The influences of laboratory-synthesized iron-containing nano
particles on AAS pastes cured at room temperature were discussed
recently [26]. Thus, the impacts of SMPs on ambient-cured one-part AAS
mortars and pastes were excluded in the present study to highlight their
effects at extremely low curing temperatures (the main aim of the
study).
3
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Fig. 3. Additional curing programs applied on the 90 d-old subzero-cured pastes and mortars.

For the samples coding, “S” and “F” abbreviations were used to
designate reference samples (without SMPs) and SMPs-containing
samples, respectively. The naming scheme of the samples is shown in
Table 2.
2.3. Mortar preparation before testing
As a result of subzero curing temperatures, the formation of ice
crystals and flakes is expected in the pore structure of mortars, especially
those cured at − 10 ◦ C and − 20 ◦ C, which can significantly affect tests
results [38]. Therefore, the UPV of the porous system can increase
considerably when pore water freezes. This condition is attributed to the
different longitudinal wave velocities between water (1485 m/s at 20
◦
C/1 atm) and ice (3828 m/s at 0 ◦ C/1 atm). Furthermore, conducting
strength testing over frozen samples can result in fake high results.
Therefore, in this study, the internal temperature of the reference mortar
was monitored using a K-type thermocouple with an accuracy of ±0.1%
reading value and connected to a calibrated data logger (Pico® TC-08,
UK) while cooling the mortar at − 5 ◦ C, − 10 ◦ C, or − 20 ◦ C for 24 h
and then for an additional 24 h at room temperature. The internal
mortar temperature was recorded at an interval of 10 s by three ther
mocouples embedded in different locations in the mortar sample
(Fig. A.2 in Appendix A). Then, the average was calculated and plotted
in Fig. 4. The mortar’s internal temperature of +5 ◦ C was chosen as a
point of testing, with the assumption that ice crystals (if any) were
completely melted at this temperature. The mortars storing times at
room temperature before testing are summarized in Table 3.

Fig. 4. Internal mortar temperatures measured by K-type thermocouples.
Table 3
Time needed to reach an internal mortar temperature of +5 ◦ C after the 24 h
curing period at subzero temperatures.
Curing temperature (◦ C)

Time (min)

− 5
− 10
− 20

20
80
120

2.4. Test methods
2.4.1. Selective dissolution and thermal analysis
The SAM-based selective procedure described by Shi et al. [39] was
adopted to assess the effects of subzero curing temperatures and SMPs
on the reaction progress and rate of one-part AAS pastes. The hydration
of the used samples was stopped by solvent exchange using isopropanol.
The samples were immersed in isopropanol, and the solution was
changed twice during the first 2 h. Afterward, the samples were kept in
isopropanol for 48 h, followed by drying in the desiccator at room
temperature until the analysis date. The samples were crushed and

powdered before testing.
An accurately weighed powder sample of 0.5 g (M) was mixed with
salicylic acid (2.5 g), methanol (15 ml), and acetone (35 ml) in an
airtight container for 24 h at room temperature. Thereafter, the mixture
was filtered, and the residue was washed with methanol. The residue (i.
e., unreacted GGBFS particles) was dried and heated at 850 ◦ C for 10
min, and the mass of dried residue (Mr) was reported after the crucible
had been cooled in the desiccator. The test was done in replicates of

Table 2
Naming scheme of the samples.
Code

SMPs

Curing temperature (◦ C)

Code

SMPs

Curing period and temperature

S-5
S-10
S-20
F-5
F-10
F-20

No

− 5
− 10
− 20
− 5
− 10
− 20

S-5A
S-10A
S-20A
F-5A
F-10A
F-20A

No

90d at − 5 ◦ C + 90d of additional curinga
90d at − 10 ◦ C + 90d of additional curing
90d at − 20 ◦ C + 90d of additional curing
90d at − 5 ◦ C + 90d of additional curing
90d at − 10 ◦ C + 90d of additional curing
90d at − 20 ◦ C + 90d of additional curing

a

Yes

See Fig. 3.

4
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three and the average was reported for each data point. Corrections were
made for neat slag and loss of ignition (L.O.I) at 850 ◦ C [18,40].
Thereafter, the percentages of unreacted GGBFS particles and gel con
tent (α) were calculated using Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively.
Unreacted GGBFS particles (%) =

α(%) =

M−

M r − Md
× 100
M

Mr − Md
× 100
M

(1)

tested.
The test was carried out similar to that described by Abdollahnejad
et al. [44]. The water absorption and permeable porosity were then
calculated using Eqs. (4) and (5), respectively. An average of three
specimens’ measurements was calculated and reported for each data
point.

(2)

M S − MD
)x 100
Water absorption (%) = (
MD

(4)

MS −
Permeable porosity (%) = (
MS −

(5)

where M, Mr, and Md are the sample mass, residue mass, and dissolved
slag mass in the test solution and L.O.I, respectively.
Selected powdered pastes were also investigated through DTG
analysis using an SDT-650 Thermal Analyzer (TA® Instruments, USA).
The powder specimens (≈15 mg each) were heated from 25 ◦ C to 1000
◦
C at 10 ◦ C/min in an inert nitrogen atmosphere.

where Ms = water-saturated surface dry mass in air, MD = oven (105 ◦ C)
dry mass in air, and MB = buoyant mass of water-saturated specimen
suspended and immersed in water.
2.4.6. Freeze–thaw resistance
A fluctuation in ambient temperatures is usually expected in the
arctic and subarctic regions, resulting in frequent FT cycles induced by
the day/night temperature change. Therefore, it is essential to assess the
frost resistance of the developed mortars. The resistance to rapid
freezing and thawing was evaluated according to the ASTM C666/
C666M-15 recommendations [45]. Three 28 d-old prismatic mortars
(40 × 40 × 160 mm3) for each mix composition and subzero curing
temperature were tested. Samples in plastic containers were placed in a
climatic test chamber (WK3-180/40, Weiss Technik, Grand Rapids,
Michigan), and water was added to the container so that half (20 mm) of
the samples were submerged in water and the other half exposed to air.
The water level was kept constant throughout the testing period. The
mortars were subjected to a total of 120 FT cycles with temperatures
ranging from − 18 ◦ C to +4 ◦ C. One cycle (8 h/cycle) consisted of 2 h at
+4 ◦ C, 2 h for decreasing the chamber temperature to − 18 ◦ C, 2 h at
− 18 ◦ C, and 2 h for increasing the chamber temperature to +4 ◦ C
(Fig. 5). The mass change (%), UPV (as described in Section 2.4.3), and
compressive strength (according to Section 2.4.4) of each mortar spec
imen were reported before the test and every 60 FT cycles.

2.4.2. Scanning electron microscopy
The microstructure of selected one-part AAS mortars was investi
gated using field emission scanning electron microscopy (Zeiss ULTRA
plus FESEM). To assess the microstructure of the mortars, the samples
were mounted in epoxy resin and polished with diamond pastes. Then,
the analysis was carried out using carbon-coated samples under a
backscatter electron detector at an acceleration voltage of 15 kV. The
hydration stoppage of the used samples was done as mentioned previ
ously in Section 2.4.1.
2.4.3. Ultrasonic pulse velocity
UPV was measured across the mortar length (≈160 mm) to assess the
impacts of subzero curing temperatures and SMPs addition on the
compactness of the microstructure and its development with time. UPV
is an indirect indication of strength, crack propagation, void presence,
and mortar uniformity [41]. The UPV test was performed according to
ASTM C597 recommendations [42]. Two 55 kHz transducers with an
accuracy of ±1% for travel time and ±2% for distance and connected to
a non-destructive UPV tester (model no.: C369 N, Italy, with a measuring
range of 0–3000 μs and an accuracy of ±0.1 μs). Vaseline was used to fit
the transducers tightly to the sample surface. The UPV was calculated by
Eq. (3).
V=

L
T

MD
)x 100
MB

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Phase identification

(3)

The XRD for the S and F pastes exhibited comparable patterns
(Fig. 6). Almost similar reaction products, such as C–S–H like-phase and
hydrotalcite (Mg6Al2CO3(OH)16⋅4(H2O)), were identified in both mix
composition pastes cured at − 5 ◦ C and − 10 ◦ C. By contrast, the
hydrotalcite phase was missed in the pastes cured at − 20 ◦ C, regardless

where V is the UPV (m/s), L is the distance between two transducers (m),
and T is the transmission time (s).
In a modification to the earlier published work by the authors [16],
all mortars were stored while sealed at room temperature before testing
for the periods listed in Table 3, instead of the 24 h adopted previously.
The goal was to exclude the probability of ice crystals’ presence in the
pore structure and limit the potential impacts of the prolonged storing
period at room temperature on the hardened properties.
2.4.4. Compressive strength
The compression test was performed using 40 mm cubes sawed off
from the prismatic specimens. A calibrated Zwick/Roell (Z400)
compressive test machine with a load cell of 400 kN was used. The
average and standard deviation of six cubic samples were reported for
each data point. The mortar preparation described in Section 2.3 was
followed before the test.
2.4.5. Water absorption and permeable porosity
As the compactness of mortar microstructure is affected by subzero
curing temperatures [16], water absorption and permeable porosity are
important parameters, and these were determined according to ASTM
C642 recommendations [43]. A total of 42 prismatic mortar specimens
(3 specimens/mix composition/curing temperature) at the ages of 90
and 180 d (90 d at subzero curing temperature + additional curing) were

Fig. 5. Freeze–thaw test program of one cycle.
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Fig. 6. XRD patterns for (a) S and (b) F pastes. HT = hydrotalcite (Mg6Al2CO3(OH)16⋅4(H2O)), CC = calcite (CaCO3) or C–S–H like phase, and A = andradite phase
(Ca3Fe2(SiO4)3).

of the addition of SMPs and a curing period. The latter is mainly
attributed to the very limited released amount of Mg2+ ions from the
GGBFS at extremely low temperature (≤− 20 ◦ C), as measured earlier by
Wang et al. [18] through the inductively coupled plasma emission
spectrometer. Nevertheless, CaCO3 was also detected in both pastes,
overlapping with the identified peak of the C–S–H like-phase. The peaks
of these phases are consistent with those in previous studies on one-part
GGBFS alkali activation [15,46]. In Fig. 6b, an andradite phase (i.e.,
calcium ferrosilicate hydrate [CFSH], Ca3Fe2(SiO4)3) appeared in the
F-pastes synthesized with SMPs. This phase is mainly developed through
the interaction between dissociated ferrite anion from SMPs and free
available Ca2+ ions and SiO2 to form a supplemental hydrate phase such
as CFSH [26,47]. A similar hydrate phase was previously observed in
NaOH-activated GGBFS pastes modified with zinc ferrite nanoparticles
and cured at room temperature [26]. As time advanced (up to 90 d), all
phases mentioned earlier were also identified.
3.2. Reactivity assessment
SAM-based selective dissolution method can be used successfully to
quantitatively monitor the reaction progress in terms of the amount of
unreacted GGBFS particles and total gel content in AAS materials [18,
39,48].
Regarding the results, the addition of SMPs to one-part AAS pastes
enhanced the precursor reactivity, resulting in a lower amount of
unreacted GGBFS particles while decreasing the subzero curing tem
perature, which hindered the reaction progress and limited the SMPs
efficiency (Fig. 7). For comparison purposes, the amounts of unreacted
GGBFS particles in the SR reference paste were measured, and the
amounts of 48.5%, 47.3%, and 46.2% were reported in the 7, 28, and 90
d-old pastes, respectively. This result showed that one-part AAS pastes
reacted rapidly at room temperature during the first curing days, fol
lowed by a slower reaction rate with gentler change in the amounts of
unreacted GGBFS particles. The latter outcome exhibited that the early
rapid depolymerization and polycondensation processes in the SR paste
are unfavorable for the reaction degree at a late age. Similar observa
tions were previously reported [18,49,50]. On the other side, reactivity
rate was significantly deaccelerated in the freezer-cured pastes
compared to SR. Thus, the amount of unreacted GGBFS particles
decreased slowly with age in the subzero-cured pastes, reaching around
65% and 77% in the 90 d-old S-5 and S-10 and around 58% and 73% in
the 90 d-old F-5 and F-10, respectively. According to the results, the
highest amount of unreacted GGBFS particles (≈89%) was registered in
the pastes cured at − 20 ◦ C, regardless of the curing period and the

Fig. 7. Amount of unreacted GGBFS particles with time in the S and F pastes
cured at different temperatures.

addition of SMPs. This finding should be illustrated by the early and
rapid freezing of the pore solution at − 20 ◦ C (Fig. 4). Therefore, no
liquid mixing solution was available for the reaction progress [18].
According to the results in Fig. 7, the pastes cured at subzero tem
peratures showed notable decreases in the measured content of
unreacted particles during the first 7 d, followed by a lower decreasing
rate. Referring to the PSD of the used GGBFS (Figs. 2a), 17 vol% of
GGBFS particles have a particle size of <2 μm. Gruskovnjak [49] re
ported the faster dissolution and reactivity of these particles below 2 μm
in alkaline media owing to their high surface area compared to that of
larger GGBFS particles. The latter can explain the early accelerated
decrease in the amount of unreacted particles during the first 7 d of the
curing period. The high initial specimen temperature (>25 ◦ C) after
mixing (Fig. 4), which is a result of the exothermic dissolution of sodium
metasilicate in the mixing water and the initial dissolution of the pre
cursor, can also be considered as a short-term factor responsible for the
early accelerated reactivity [51]. However, the reaction was then slowed
down because it was kinetically controlled by the slower dissolution
process and reactivity of the larger GGBFS grains at the subzero curing
temperatures [49].
Compared to SR, the diminished reactivity of the AAS pastes at
6
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subzero curing temperatures should be assigned to the deceleration
impacts of decreased curing temperatures on the GGBFS dissolution
process rate as previously reported by Wang et al. [18] and Li et al. [52].
The latter limited ions release from precursor particles to pore solution,
prolonging the activation time of GGBFS grains. As a result, the reac
tivity of one-part AAS pastes was drastically suppressed at subzero
curing temperatures.
On the other hand, the gained reactivity enhancements in the Fpastes can be illustrated by the physical and chemical behaviors of the
embedded SMPs. Physically, the incorporated SMPs introduced more
nucleation sites into the pore solution owing to their high surface area
[19]. As a result, gel precipitation and growth can initially occur over
the surfaces of distributed SMPs in the pore solution, as simulated in the
schematic diagram (Fig. 8). This effect can eliminate the formation or
decrease the thickness and density of the gel impermeable shell observed
earlier around GGBFS particles at the very early reaction age [53]. This
shell was found to act as a diffusion barrier against the diffusion of OH‾
from the pore solution to the anhydrous GGBFS particle, deaccelerating
the precursor dissolution and reactivity [53]. Thus, a higher reaction
degree (i.e., lower amount of unreacted GGBFS particles) accompanied
with a faster reaction rate was reported in the SMPs-modified pastes.
Chemically, the released ferrite anion that resulted from the partial
ionization of SMPs in the alkaline media can accelerate the reactivity of
the activated system by reacting with the freely available Ca2+ and SiO2
in the pore solution, developing CFSH, which was also identified by XRD
analysis as shown in Fig. 6b.
Nevertheless, Wang et al. [18] reported that the polycondensation
process of released species in subzero-cured AAS paste is more adversely
affected compared to the depolymerization process. Therefore, DTG
analysis was carried out as a complementary method to prove the im
pacts of subzero curing temperatures and the addition of SMPs on the
precipitation of reaction products in the subzero-cured pastes, compared
to SR. From the DTG analysis (Fig. 9), the amount of precipitated re
action products was enhanced with time in the all studied pastes, except
those cured at − 20 ◦ C. On the other hand, a decrease in the intensities of
the peaks can be observed with the decreased curing temperatures,
regardless of the addition of SMPs. Promisingly, the decreased peak
intensities were partially compensated in the F-pastes and can be
assigned to the nucleation effect of the incorporated SMPs. The
distributed precipitated gels with SMPs as kernels in the pore solution
can also themselves act as new homogeneous nucleation areas for the
newly developed gel (autocatalysis), promoting the gel precipitation

process and overall reaction degree [28,37,54,55]. In line with XRD
results (Fig. 6), the hydrotalcite phase was not observed in S-20 and F-20
pastes.
Regarding the results, similar trends and effects of subzero curing
temperatures and SMPs addition were observed through the SAM
technique and DTG analysis. Therefore, a direct calculation of gel con
tent based on the amount of unreacted GGBFS particles is possible and
can be considered as a meaningful comparison base for the impacts of
additional curing conditions on the reaction degree as shown below.
With gradually increased curing temperature up to 20 ◦ C after the
initial 90 d curing period at subzero temperatures, the gel contents of
both mix composition pastes were significantly increased (Fig. 10).
Therefore, all pastes cured initially at subzero temperatures followed by
gradually increased curing temperature exhibited higher gel contents
compared to 180 d-old SR (49.9%). This result agrees with Wang et al.
(2017), who also reported higher gel content in water-glass activated
GGBFS pastes cured initially at subzero temperatures (i.e., − 10 ◦ C and
− 25 ◦ C) for 1 d followed by 6 d at 25 ◦ C compared to that cured at 25 ◦ C
for 7 d. These results can be explained by the compromised late-age
reaction degree in the SR paste due to the shell formation around
unreacted GGBFS particles because of rapid gel precipitation at the early
age [18,52,56].
Therefore, it can be stated that early low curing temperature fol
lowed by gradually increased curing temperature can enhance the
overall reaction degree of the one-part sodium-metasilicate-activated
GGBFS pastes.
3.3. Evolution of microstructure
More intact microstructures with enhanced interfacial transition
zone (ITZ) were captured in the F-mortars cured at − 5 ◦ C compared to
the microstructures in the S-mortar regardless of the curing period
(Fig. 11). Further curing period (up to 90 d) led to improved micro
structures for both mix composition mortars, with higher precipitated
hydrates that efficiently filled the spaces observed in the microstructures
of the 7 d mortars.
The embedded SMPs in the F-mortars act as kernels for the gel pre
cipitation in the pore solution densifying the microstructure (Fig. 8).
Therefore, the enhancements of the captured microstructures in the F-5
mortar are mainly attributed to the improved and accelerated gel for
mation due to SMPs addition, as seen earlier in Section 3.2.
Generally, in Na2O⋅rSiO2-based AAS mortars, precursor packing is

Fig. 8. Schematic diagram of early gel precipitation mechanism in the one-part AAS samples with and without SMPs. T* refers to the thickness of precipitated
reaction products layer over GGBFS particle.
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Fig. 9. DTG curves of S and F pastes.

by the increased volume (≈9%) of a frozen portion of pore solution is
still obvious in F-10A (Fig. 12d), despite the significant increase in gel
content observed in this mixture after additional curing (Fig. 10). This
observation indicates that there is a critical subzero curing temperature
point (i.e., − 5 ◦ C in this study) after which the microstructure
compactness cannot be recovered entirely even after the additional
above-zero curing period, regardless of the SMPs incorporation. The
microstructural observations can be affirmed using the water absorption
and permeable porosity results (Fig. 15 in Section 3.5).
3.4. Ultrasonic pulse velocity and compressive strength
An increase in UPV and compressive strength was reported in the
one-part AAS mortar with time and SMPs incorporation (Fig. 13). By
contrast, decreasing the curing temperature reduced the UPV and
compressive strength regardless of the curing period and the addition of
SMPs. The UPV (4200 m/s) and compressive strength (90 MPa) of the 90
d-old SR mortar were measured for comparison purposes.
According to the results, UPV and compressive strength of both mix
compositions decreased drastically with decreased curing temperatures.
Therefore, approximate reductions of 18%, 33%, and 58% in UPV and
46%, 66%, and 96% in compressive strength in the 90 d-old S-5, S-10,
and S-20 mortars were reported, respectively, in comparison with those
in the 90 d-old SR mortar. The hardened properties (in terms of UPV and
compressive strength) were enhanced with the addition of SMPs at all
curing periods. Therefore, the maximum increases in UPV measure
ments of around 10% (3560 m/s) and 7% (2790 m/s) were gained in the
28 d-old F-5 and F-10 mortars compared with the S-5 (3225 m/s) and S10 (2600 m/s) mortars, respectively. In line with the UPV results and
owing to the addition of SMPs, maximum improvements in compressive
strength of around 26% (42 MPa) and 21% (28 MPa) were measured in
the 28 d-old F-5 and F-10 mortars compared with the S-5 (33 MPa) and
S-10 (23 MPa) mortars, respectively.
With curing time up to 90 d, higher UPV and compressive strengths
were reported in both mixing compositions cured at − 5 ◦ C and − 10 ◦ C
and mainly attributed to the enhanced compactness of the microstruc
ture due to the continuous gel precipitation, as shown previously in
Sections 3.2 and 3.3. On the contrary, negligible UPV and compressive
strength developments with time were observed in the mortars cured at
− 20 ◦ C regardless of SMPs addition. The latter can be mainly attributed
to the freezing of the pore solution in the mortars. Thus, UPV and
compressive strength lower than 1800 m/s and 4 MPa, respectively,
were measured in the 90 d-old S-20 and F-20 mortars.
Additionally, Table 4 shows that the incorporation of SMPs enhanced
the 90 d-old F-mortar quality grade based on Leslie and Cheesman’s [60]
classification of cementitious material quality.
The reported reduction trend in UPV and compressive strength of
AAS mortars with decreasing curing temperature can be interpreted by
the diminished reactivity and limited formation of the strength-source

Fig. 10. Impacts of the additional curing condition on gel content (calculated
through SAM analysis) in the S and F pastes. (A: 90 d at subzero curing tem
perature + additional 90 d at above-zero curing temperatures [see Fig. 3]).

negatively affected in the ITZ region, limiting the available precursor
grains in this region [57]. As a result, the porosity of the ITZ region is
usually higher than that of the bulk paste due to the lower gel precipi
tation in this region [58]. Beneficially, the dispersed SMPs in the pore
solution located at the ITZ introduced additional nucleation sites
(Fig. 11e), which facilitated gel precipitation near the sand particle
surface and therefore densified the ITZ region in the F-5 mortar and
decreased its porosity. Besides, SMPs can densify the F-5 mortar
microstructure and ITZ region by their physical filling effects,
decreasing the distance between precursor particles and clogging the
distributed voids, as illustrated previously in the schematic diagram
(Fig. 8).
The additional curing regime (Fig. 3) also resulted in enhanced
compactness of the microstructures (Fig. 12), which is mainly attributed
to the improved reaction degree and higher gel content, as shown pre
viously in Fig. 10 in Section 3.2. Both mix composition mortars, namely,
S-5A and F-5A, exhibited comparable microstructures, which were also
denser and more intact than the microstructure of the 180 d-old SR
mortar. This result highlights that low early curing temperature is
beneficial to the compactness of the one-part AAS mortars as long as
freezing is avoided. In the same context, Ye [59] showed that the
microstructure of the 90 d-old water-glass activated slag/tailing blend
was more compacted and less porous when cured at 1 ◦ C in comparison
with that cured at 20 ◦ C.
However, the destructive effect of increased hydraulic stress caused
8
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Fig. 11. Microstructures of the hardened mortars: Smooth gray areas (aggregates), light gray areas (unreacted GGBFS particles), and textured gray area (gel matrix).

Fig. 12. Influences of additional curing conditions on the microstructures of selected subzero-cured mortars (b–d) compared to 180 d-old SR mortar (a).

reaction products (Fig. 9) due to the limited depolymerization of GGBFS
particles (i.e., less released ions) at low temperatures and restrained
species condensation [18]. The latter resulted in less compacted mi
crostructures (see Fig. 11 and authors’ earlier work [61]), which can
also explain the measured reductions in UPV and compressive strength
measurements.
On the other hand, the detected enhancements in UPV and
compressive strength in the F-mortars should be explained by the
combined effects of nucleation and filling behaviors of the added SMPs.
With the incorporation of SMPs, an increased amount of strength-giving
reaction products were precipitated (Figs. 7 and 9), along with the for
mation of a supplemental hydrate phase (i.e., CFSH) (Fig. 6b) that can
also contribute to the improvements of compressive strength measure
ments [47]. Moreover, with the increased amount of precipitated gel in
the F-mortar, a denser microstructure and ITZ region were developed
compared to the microstructure of the reference S-mortar (without

SMPs) (Fig. 11) due to the high pore-filling capacity of the precipitated
hydrate phases. The latter is responsible for the higher compressive
strength measured in the SMPs-modified mortar compared to the
S-mortar. SMPs can also fill the distributed voids in the microstructure of
the F-mortars by their physical presence, which can additionally
decrease the total porosity and, as a result, enhance the UPV and
compressive strength of the SMPs-modified mortars [62].
Promisingly, and in line with SAM-selective dissolution results and
SEM observations, significant increases in UPV and compressive
strength measurements were recorded due to the gradually increased
curing temperature (Fig. 14). Regarding the results, the UPV and
compressive strength of S-5A and F-5A surpassed those of 180 d-old SR.
Therefore, around 2% (4270 m/s) and 6% (4435 m/s) increases in the
UPV were gained in the S-5A and F-5A mortars, respectively, compared
to the 180 d-old SR mortar (4190 m/s). Furthermore, compressive
strength improvements of around 6% (89 MPa) and 11% (93 MPa) were
9
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Fig. 13. Impacts of SMPs and curing temperatures on (a) UPV and (b) compressive strength development of the mortars.

on the microstructure.
On the other side, despite the higher measured gel content in S-10A,
S-20A, F-10A, and F-20A pastes compared to that in the 180 d-old SR
paste (Fig. 10), their mortars failed to gain similar UPV and compressive
strength as those measured in the 180 d-old SR mortar. This finding
should be interpreted according to the residual microstructural freezing
damages observed in Fig. 12d. Nevertheless, these mortars showed
compressive strengths higher than 55 MPa after additional curing.

Table 4
Quality grade of 90 d-old mortars based on UPV measurements.
Curing temperature (◦ C)

S-mortar

F-mortar

− 5
− 10
− 20

Questionable
Poor
Very poor

Good
Questionable
Very poor

reported in the S-5A and F-5A mortars, respectively, in comparison with
the 180 d-old SR mortar (84 MPa). These results showed that the
reasonable early curing temperature (i.e., no freezing occurred)
accompanied by gradually increased curing temperature can enhance
the long-term mechanical properties of one-part AAS mortars, and the
enhancements are more obvious with the addition of SMPs.
The improved UPV and compressive strength results after the addi
tional curing period can be mainly assigned to the enhanced reactivity of
the activated system due to the increased curing temperature. The
enhanced reactivity of the precursor resulted in increasing the gel con
tent and thereby densifying the microstructures of the mortars, as shown
earlier in Figs. 10 and 12, respectively.
Note that the registered retrogression of the 180 d-old SR mortar’s
compressive strength compared to that of the 90 d-old SR mortar was
also observed in other studies [15,63,64] and explained as a result of
microcracking from self-desiccation. Therefore, the gradually increased
curing temperature could efficiently control the water consumption rate
during the alkali-activation process of GGBFS in the one-part system,
limiting, or even eliminating, the detrimental effects of self-desiccation

3.5. Water absorption and permeable porosity
As expected, the water absorption and permeable porosity of both
mix composition mortars increased with decreasing curing temperature
(Fig. 15), whereas reductions in their values were registered upon SMPs
incorporation and after additional curing. Therefore, the 90 d-old Fmortars exhibited lower water absorption (≈7.5%–16.7%) and perme
able porosity (≈14%–20%) than did the 90 d-old S-mortars (≈10.6%–
17% and ≈16%–20%, respectively). Similar to the UPV and compressive
strength observations, SMPs were less effective at lower subzero curing
temperature (i.e., − 10 ◦ C and − 20 ◦ C) when compared to − 5 ◦ C. Similar
or even lower water absorption and permeable porosity were likewise
reported in S-5A and F-5A mortars compared to those in 180 d-old SR
mortar, indicating their denser microstructures which agree with the
SEM observations (Section 3.3). However, despite additional curing,
both mix composition (i.e., S and F) mortars cured initially at − 10 ◦ C
and − 20 ◦ C showed higher water absorption and permeable porosity
compared to the 180 d-old SR mortar.

Fig. 14. Effects of additional curing conditions on (a) UPV and (b) compressive strength of the mortars.
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Fig. 15. Effects of curing temperatures, SMPs incorporation, and additional curing condition on (a) water absorption and (b) permeable porosity of the mortars.

Worth highlighting is that the increased surrounding temperature
during the testing period could boost the reactivity of the subzero-cured
mortars, especially during the first few hours of drying step, which could
lead to an underestimation of the water absorption and permeable
porosity results. Nevertheless, the impacts of subzero curing tempera
tures on the water absorption and permeable porosity of S- and F-mor
tars are still obvious when compared to those measured in the SR
mortar.
As shown earlier in Section 3.4, less dense microstructures (indicated
by lower UPV) were observed in the mortars with decreased curing
temperatures regardless of the addition of SMPs. Furthermore, the au
thors reported an extended microcrack propagation in the microstruc
ture of one-part AAS mortar induced by decreased subzero curing
temperature, as shown in an earlier published work [16]. These obser
vations can illustrate the measured increase in water absorption and
permeable porosity of the mortars with decreased curing temperatures.
On the other hand, the lower water absorption and permeable
porosity of the F-mortar compared to those of the S-mortar can be
attributed to its denser microstructure and ITZ region (Fig. 11). The
incorporation of SMPs can also clog the open voids in the microstruc
ture, increasing the tortuosity of the pore network and thereby limiting

the penetration of the liquid (i.e., water in this test) into the
microstructure.
In addition, the reported reduction in water absorption and perme
able porosity due to the additional curing conditions can be explained by
the newly developed reaction products that fill the microstructure,
thereby decreasing its porosity and enhancing its pore network
tortuosity.
3.6. Durability against freeze–thaw cycles
Based on visual observations, there was no surface denudation in the
− 5 ◦ C and − 10 ◦ C cured mortars even after 120 FT cycles (Fig. 16). Note
that around 0.5% mass loss was registered in all − 5 ◦ C and − 10 ◦ C cured
mortars after the 120 FT cycles regardless of SMPs incorporation. On the
other hand, S-20 and F-20 mortars were entirely damaged after the first
60 FT cycles. The latter can be assigned to the weak microstructures of
the mortars, as indicated by their very low compressive strength (<4
MPa).
According to the results (Fig. 17), increases in UPV and compressive
strength were reported after 60 and 120 cycles in S- and F-mortars cured
initially at − 5 ◦ C and − 10 ◦ C, indicating reaction continuity and

Fig. 16. Appearance of the mortars after the freeze–thaw cycles.
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Fig. 17. (a) UPV and (b) compressive strength results of S- and F-mortars after the freeze–thaw cycles.

hardening [65]. The continuous reaction may introduce additional hy
drate phases into the mortars, thereby densifying the microstructure and
improving the UPV and compressive strength. Similarly, Luukkonen
et al. [15] registered an increase in the UPV of room-temperature-cured
one-part AAS mortars after 120 FT cycles. However, UPV and
compressive strength were not affected by the limited reported mass
loss.

The results indicate that early low curing temperature followed by
gradually increased curing temperature can enhance the overall reaction
degree of the one-part AAS pastes, and the improvements are higher
with SMPs addition. Therefore, denser microstructures with better longterm hardened and durability properties can be gained in one-part AAS
mortars cured initially at − 5 ◦ C for 90 d followed by an additional
above-zero temperature curing compared to those in the 180 d-old
reference mortar cured at +20 ◦ C.
Overall, the findings of this study highlight the possibility of
extending the construction season in the arctic and subarctic regions by
using one-part AAS cementitious materials in winter construction ac
tivities. The study likewise promotes the utilization of ultrafine indus
trial residues in cementitious materials as nucleating agents and fillers in
place of expensive commercial nano- and microparticles.

4. Conclusion
This work aims to enhance the reactivity, hardened properties, and
durability of one-part AAS mortars cured at subzero temperatures by
using iron-containing submicron metallurgical residue. The submicron
particles (SMPs) were chosen as an environment-friendly and lower-cost
alternative additive compared with commercially available nano- and
microparticles. This study demonstrates the impacts of SMPs on accel
erating the reaction rate and improving the overall reaction degree of
one-part AAS systems cured at subzero temperatures through their
nucleation effect. However, the results show that decreased subzero
curing temperatures hinder the reaction progress and suppress the ef
ficiency of SMPs.
The SMPs-modified AAS mortar shows a denser microstructure and
ITZ region owing to the widespread and enhanced precipitation of hy
drate phases and the filling effect of SMPs. Thus, the SMPs-modified AAS
mortar exhibits higher UPV and compressive strength and lower water
absorption and permeable porosity compared to the reference mortar
(without SMPs). The one-part AAS mortars cured at − 5 ◦ C and − 10 ◦ C
demonstrate excellent FT resistance after 120 cycles, whereas those
cured at − 20 ◦ C were damaged regardless of SMPs incorporation.
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Fig. A.1. Compressive strength of one-part alkali-activated GGBFS mortars with different SMPs content (% of binder weight) at − 5 ◦ C.

Fig. A.2. Thermocouple locations.
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